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NEWSLETTER DEADLINE 

The deadline ~or read~-to-use .aterial ~or the next Newsletter is 
30-Dece.ber-1977. Haterial reouirinS editin!i/re-~ypins .ust be in 
earlier.- ~ead~-to-use .aterial should use an area 6 1/2 inches (16.5 
c.) wide-bv.no .ore than 9 inches (23 c.) Ions on each paSe. It should 
besin!l~Et-spaced on white bond paper whenever possible and .ust be 
reasonably 'cl.an, le!lible and su"f'icient.l~ dark for !lood photoSlraphic 
reproduct.ion.- -

OS/8 VERSION 3D (ETC.) INFORMATION 

I have been receivin!l many complaints that. orderin~ in~or.ation ~or the 
new updates ~o the OS/8 software components is still (i.e. November 7, 
1977) very hard or i_possible to ~ind. Due to the ~act that the 05/8 
DATE stops workins on January 1, 1978, it is very important for everyone 
to set the updates as soon as possible. I personaly have been unable to 
extract the needed information ~ro. my sales.an who sa~s he is ver~ bus~ 
b • .J't. wi 11 try t.o !Jet a round t.o it if he Set.s it chance! 

I have been told that. a notice appeared in a recent issue of the PDP-8 
DiSital Software News but for some reason the last issue I received was 
back in April! I called Maynard to try to sort that. problem out but. no 
one had aoy idea what was soins on or wh~ I was not setting the DSN. 
The people I talked t.o pro~ised to fix the problem and send me back 
issues but it has not happened as yet so t.hat approach to settins the 
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~pdate in~ormation also ~ailed in my case. I was recently told that 
many people are hayin~ trouble with the D5N and cannot ~et it without 
sO'lle sort of' intervention at the local or dist,.ict. level! 

After trying several other approaches in an ef'f'ort to ~et some 
in~or.ation in tiae ror this Newsletter, I 'finally reached Dave Ro~ers 
10 the PDP-B product line who was surprised that anyone was hayin~ a 
proble.. He did note that he had the impression the updates were only 
just now ('first week in Nove.ber) actuallY becomin~ available 'from the 
50~tware Distribution Center. 

Dave was Sood enou~h to siYe rna the f'ollowin~ information over the 
phone. It would be a ~ood idea to double check it be'fore placins an 
order. 

05/8 Binar'=l Kit 
First till'le (lFOI5-Ax $ 440 
Updat.e GF015-Hx $ 175 

OS/8 Source Kit 
First tillle (}FOI5-Ey $1050 
Updat.e QF015-N~ $ 350 

OS/8 Extensions Kit 'Binar~) (BASIC, BATCH, TECO) 
First. time GFOOb-Ax $ 220 
Update (lFOOb-Hx $ 200 

OS/8 Extensions Kit (Source) 
First time GF006-Ey 

GF006-N~ Updat.e 

05/8 Fortran IV (EinarY) 
First. time 
Ufrdate 

OS/8 Fortran IV (Source) 
First time 
Update 

(}F008-Ax 
GF008-Hx 

(}FOOB-Ey 
QF008-N~ 

Where the media codes (x or y) are as ~ollows: 

}! = 
~ = 
A = 
II = 
C = 
E = 
N = 
y = 

A,B,C,N, or Y 
A,C,E or y 

LINCtape 
Paper Tape 
IIECtape 
DECdisk ( i. e. 
Cassett.e 
Flopp';;l Disk 

RKOS) 

(i.e. ~or binar~ kits) 
(i.e. source kits) 

$1050 
$ 350 

$ 770 
$ 200 

$1100 
$ 3~O 

Man~ of us will ~ind January 1 rollinS around and we still will not have 
the updates. As an emergenc~ stop gap measure I plan to do the 
following: 
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1) I will subtract 8 ~rom the sear <i.e. 1978 becomes 1970) so that 
the system will accept the date (.DATE 1/1/70). 

2) This will result in the low order 3 bits o~ the sear in the system 
date word being correct but the new extended year bits will not be 
set in the system head area. 

3) As a result, the year will print out as 1970 instead o~ 1978 in 
directories and elsewere. More importantly howeverp the year bits 
saved in directories will be correct a~d compatible with the new date 
algorithm so that when the updated so~tware arrives everything will 
work as it should. 

4) The day-o~-the-week ~rom the DATE command will be wrong <usually 
dates in 1978 ~all on a di~~erent day o~ the week than the same dates 
in 1970) so I will Just ignore that printout. 

5) I~ I use some o~ the user written so~tware (such as the latest 
version o~ -DIRECT.OS-) which has already implemented the new date 
algorithmp I will ~ind a way (i.e. ODT or a little program) to ~orce 
the extended year bits to be correct in the system area. These bits 
were documented in a previous Newsletter. 

6) The best thing to do would be to ~ix UP a version o~ the DATE 
com.and to gO into eeL that will accept the real date and set both 
the basic date word and the extended year bits and to use DIRECT~OS 
in place c~ DEC's DIRECT. 

7) Wh~l accessing the system date with ~unctions in the various 
lansuases I will get 1970 rather than 1978 so I will have to ignore 
it or make a tempo~ary compensation in the program until new versions 
of the so~tware become available. 

8) I~ I had access to a legal staf~ I would ask them to investigate 
the propriety of and possible relief ~rom DEC's pricesp policies and 
actions with respect to this -date problem~ which they can be shown 
to have been ~ully aware of since 1970 (through at least five 
releases o~ the s~stem prior to OS/8 V3D). 

ADVANCE INFORMATION FROM RON JANSEN 

I recently spoke to Ron Jansen about some items of concern to our 
membership. In response, he wrote the following articles for the PDP-8 
Digital Soft~are News and forwarded advanced copies for the Newsletter. 
Incidently I noticed that Ron's PDP-8 so~tware development group at DEC 
has been advertising recently ~or experienced PDP-8 programers. 
HopfullY this portends increased software development in the 12 bit 
world. 

·OS/8 DATE ALGORITHM 

The 05/8 DATE al~orithm has been changed so that 05/8 files can be 
dated with any date UP to December 31, 1999. 
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The modifications are included in 05/8 V3D which is now shipping ~rom 
SDC. The change has the ~ollowing e~fects: 

(1) You must enter the date in the ~ollowing format: 
DAY-MONTH-YEAR. For example - 11-0ct-77. The old format is now 
ille~al. 

(2) T~.e date word on the media directories has not changed. When 
YOU list a directorY, no dates will be given unless YOU have 
entered the DATE. I~ YOU have entered a date, the algorithm 
assumes that the ~ile was creatpd either in the current year or 
in the past 7 Years. 

(3) The new algorithm only allows a span of 8 Years. Therefo~e, 

1970 dates will cease to be suPPorted in 1978. Similarl~, one 
year o~ date support will cease each suceeding ~ear.· 

-HACREL/LINKER HARDWARE RESTRICTIONS 

The SPD for MACREL/LINKER excludes support for pre-omnibus machines. 
This does not mean that it does run on these s~stems, onl~ that DEC 
does not ~uarantee it. The program has been tested on a PDP-12 and 
on a PDP-a! successfully. Problems with HACREL/lINKER on pre-omnibus 
machines will be investigated by the supporting organization and will 
be fixed if they are not hardware related. 8 

805/78 FUNCTIONALITY 

The most ~reauently asked auestion about OS/78 is 'how does it relate 
to OS/8?'. The answer is that 05/787 VI is a true subset o~ OS/S, 
V3D. It is~ essentially, OS/8 con~igured ~or a system with floppy 
diSKS, a scope, and a line printer. The CUSP's included are those 
DEC thought appropriate for the DECstation 78 market. 

Anyone who wishes to use a DECstation 78, but finds 05/78 too 
restrictive~ can use 05/8 V3D on ~loppies. 

The DECstation 78 (from an 05/8 standpoint) is Just a 16k PDP-8A with 
~loppy disks, a VT-52 scope, and an optional line printer. The 7B is 
slower than an 8A and there are some other minor differences, but 
05/8 will run as is o~f floppy disks.-

DECUS LIBRARY NEWS 

As most of YOU know, cards have recently been sent out to everyone on 
the mailing lists for the catalogs for the DECUS 12 bit libraries. Only 
those returning cards and reauesting a COpy o~ the new catalog will 
recieve one. This is being done to cut down on the verY high cost for 
the 12 bit library catalogs. In the past verY few names were ever 
removed from the lists so we expect that DECUS is mailing a rather large 
number of wasted catalogs to people whp no longer need them. 
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Chuck Conley called a ~ew da-~s a~o with so~e statistics he had collected 
~rom the ~irst 300 cards to be ~eturned. The~ give some interesting 
insi~hts. 

31% are interested in ordering programs on ~lopp~ disks 
37% are interested in P3cka~es o~ pro~rams 
29% are interested in packages o~ programs on RK05 disks. 

79% are using OS/8 (and ·05/128) 
8% are using DIAL 
4% are using EDU50 
11.5% are using RTS-8 
5% made an unsolicited note that they were using COS 300 
16% are using other systems (in particular paper tape~ LAP6W~ and 
homegrown systems) 

59% are using BASIC 
50% are using PAL8 
47% are using FOCAL ( ! ! ! ) 
38% are using OS/8 FORTRAN IV 
34% are using PAL3 and MACRO 
30% are using OS/8 FORTRAN -lI-
The same 57. as above are using DIBOL o~ course 

LONGER DECTAPES 

As YOU may have noticed in past Newsletters, there seems to be a never 
ending Quest ~or ways to get more data on DECtapes. In that connection 
I noticed an obscure item in a brocure ~rom Computer Operations, Inc. 
recentl~. They re~er to 400 ~oot -LINC tape-s (as opposed to the 
standard 260 ~oot DECtape or 150 foot LAP6 st~le lINCtape). In PDP-11 
format they claim ~o get 1024 blocks o~ 512 16 bit words on the 400 ~oot 
tape compared to 656 blocks on a standard 260 ~oot tape or 400 blocks on 
a 150 foot tape. 

I contacted the compan~ to tr~ to ~ind out more about this breakthrough 
but found it hard to get really clear, definitive answers. It seems as 
though they are respooling tape that is not of the special ·sandwich 8 

construction in standard DECtape. This probably explains how the~ get 
more tape on the reel. The impression I got was that the tape would not 
be good ~or hard duty as a result o~ the way it is made (i.e. it would 
wear out Quickl~) but that ~or data storage with infreQuent access it 
might be OK. I got conflicting stories on whether the~ are really going 
to of~er the long tapes seriously. One report was that they had tried 
the tapes and decided not to sell them but after that I sot the opposite 
response ~lus a new brocure that listed the tape (not cheap by the 
way!). 

The company's address is 9700-B Palmer Highway, Lanham, Maryland 20801 
USA. 
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RAW SPR's 

Lars Palmer sent copies o~ the ~ollowin~ SPR's which are for OS/8 V3C. 

PIP - 1) I~ a PIP trans~er in ASCII mode involves a file that reaches 
the end o~ a device, PIP reports an input error. The file COpy can be 
done correctly with TECO or FOTP. 

PIP - 2) A trans~er with PIP under the syntax 

FILE<FILE(TII) 

can (not illogical~y) gO wrong if the file expands. This is reall~ a 
user e~ror but should be documented. 

FRTS - There appears to be an error in the FRTS eml~lation o~ the FPP, 
Apparently when FRTS do~s an FLDA in START~ mode the emulator version 
clears the hi~h or~~r bits of the FAC. The FPP-12 hardware version does 
not do this. 

TUE EUROPEAN UECUS Sy~U)OS tUM-

The 12 Bit SIG has been very active this year to try 

to raise our part of the meeting and ha 9/e achieved 

several t'lings. The meeting started as always with 

training ~em~naries and this year for the first time 

two training seminaries, one on TECD and one on ad

vanced FORTRAN 4 were given by DECUS. Teachers were 

PDP 8 users with a lot of experience. The seminars 

were given at a much cheaper rate than the DEC-training 

seminaries and were well attended. All together about 

25 persons took part in the two training se~inariGs. 

The actual-symposium consisted of the traditional 

parts: papers by users, pre~~ntations and discussions 

on DEC-material and DEC-and user-demonstrationn. Let 

me say a few words on each of these. The 12 Bit users 

had a whole day available for their presentations. 

There were fuur user-presentations of which the presen

tation by Szabo from Hungary on "some enhancements of 

RTS/8" really took the day. He showed how, with minor 

work, it is possible to run BASIC in the foreground 

of RTS 8 and demonstrated clearly id8as that would 
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probably make.it possible to run· a whole OS 8-system 

in the foreground~ The DEC-presentations were made by 

Gary Cole, presenting the DEC-station 18.and the KT 8 A 

memory managemen~ and Ron Jensen,.present!ng the Macrel 

assembler. All this mate· rial has been thoroughly reviewed 

. in previous .news1etLers and there fS no need to go into 

details. T~a' presentations by Gary"Cole were very well 

acc1a~ed. However, due t.o a misunderstanding between 

the users and the product line, Ron Je~sen's presenta

tion came to be ~imcd at another audiens than what was 

present. In Europe very few persons have heard anything 

in ~~!-ail al?o~t .. Ma.cr~!_. ~nd even less .. persons had ever 
seen a copy of it before this symposi~. There was a 

PDP 8 wit~ 16 K and DEC-tape,available and DEC-station 

7~. There wa~ a lively interchange of programs and ,a 

concentrated effort of several of the DEeUS-members ~o 

interface the DEC-station 18 as a terminal to ~~e PDP 8 

which, however, failed, probably due to. some hard~rilre 

trouble in the: 78. However, the 78 ran by itself and 

the demonstration of OS 78 was quite 90od~ Gary Cole 

\'las presented \llith his first SPR on the DEC-station 78 

~~ring this symposium (in OS 78 the R and RUN commands 

are normally inhibited. The system is only meant to be 

run via CeL-commands. This situation is ~-t. (;t)urse cata

atrophic if', the eCL-command is typed in, in which case 
. . 

nothing can: be done with the system). Both the PDP 8 

timesharing"s'ystems, ETOS and MULTI-8 were demonstrated. 

The MULTI-a. demonstration was also accoDlp~nied by a 

demonstration pf the memory management unir ~~oduced 

in Holland and described in an earlier newsletter. With 

this memory.management installed the .timesharing users, 

when there is :no competition for core, run t. a speed 

wh.ich is virtually the same as the run in a standard 

stand ~lone~machine. At the conclusion of the symposium 

the ger-era! feeling t-'as tha\. the symJ;>Qsium, at least 

for the 12 Bit users, was one of the best so far,~very 

much' due to the fact that we have a<:=hle-.'ed a reasonably 

good contact ,with th~ PDP 8 product line in Maynard. 
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We have heard Gary'Cole and other people from the product 

line at the symposium and have ha~ a chance to talk to 

them several times, and Lars Palreer was in Maynard this 

summer and calked:to the product line and the old feeling 

that nqthlng ~an 'be substituted for personal contacts 

very mucb ~oes through in the data's business. A final 

conclusion was t~at a concentrated' effort will be made 

to includ~" commercial and O~L"1 users in the next symposium 

to be held in. Copenhagen in September,' 1978. 

P.S. A little outside "th" 12 Bit act~vities,·but very 

rewarding for the 08 USClS"was thc~"fact that Richard 

Larry was at this symposium. lie was there to discuss 

the micro-caging. for the PDP 11/60: ·but he also found 

time to 5it down and di~cuss many of the intricac~es 

cf as 8 with its users - a very exciting experience • 

. Lars Palmer: 

1977-09-22 

TO: (,S8 :2di tor 

FROM: Pat Caroom., DECUS Standards Coordinator 

BE: Spring Symposia Standards Planning and Sta~-ards Coordinator 
Election 

A new Standards Coordinator for DECUS will be elected this spring. 
This is a position on the DEeus u. S. Board of Directors with the 
specific duty of coordinating standards activities within DECUS and 
a broade~ role of polic~~ing for the entire DECUS U. S. 

Anyone interested in tbis position or as Standards Coordinator for 
the LeG or Mini/Kidi Group should contact me as soon as possible to 
help in planning the Spring Symposia. DECUS Standards activities 
include Digital Standards for products across main frames and Na
tional Standards which w ... ry to :mpact before they are finalized 
and Digital is required to COel('· . with them. 

This has been a fasci'nating and educatii~ two years tor me. I hope 
you will take this opportunity to lealu about a very important facit 
of our InduRtry. 
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The fall meeting of ANSI 13 was held in Washington~ D. C. on October 
11. I met ~th Barbara Bam~ teG Standards 1aison~ on October 10 to 
discuss X3 positions and finalize plans for the Fall Symposia Stan
dards Sessions. Bam also attended the Xl meeting. 

The Fall X3 meeting found DECUS and Digital in conflicting votes on 
three major standards. I would like to emphasize that this is a 
point of infor.mation and, to the best of my knowledge. not a problem. 
The standards involved are Fortran. I/O Interface and Power Control 
Interface. DECUS voted in favor of each; Digital cast a negative 
vote. 

The Fortran Standard Is up for a final 30 day "reaction period." 
There were two negative votes on the final ballot before Xl; cne 
belonging to Digital. Digital's objection (attached) is to the 
zero trip Do Loop. XlJ3 - the technical co~ttee charged with the 
responsibility of the Fortran Standard - bas listened to arguments 
pro and con on this issue for three years. It's been a debate and 
their decision was to go with zero trip. I announced to our member
ship that I would vote for the proposed Fortran Standard unless I 
received a strong argument to do otherwise. I received no such argu
ment nor did Pat White (Digital). However. DEC's argument is based 
on zero trip being a bad thing for the "user." The 30 day "reaction 
period" was given to X3 members to review the negative ballots and 
responses from XlJ3. Before the end of the 30 day period, X3 members 
may change their ba llot. 

I feel we are badly in need of this standardS and can definitely say 
that X3J3 is not going to change the zero trip to single trip. I an
ticipate DEC will change their vote. The Fortran Standard will be 
proposed as an International Standard at a November ISO meeting. 

The I/O ~nd Power Control Interface Standard are going out for final 
X3 ballot. Briefly, these standards ar~ to standardize peripheral 
device interfaces on "large-medium" systems. During the Public Com
ment Period I voted ag£inst these standards. At both Spring Symposia 
I announced and di"scussed our vote. Gordon Bell (Digital Engineering 
VP) was present for one of the meetings. Beli is strongly opposed to 
these standards. He feels engineering money that ~ould go to new de
velopments would have to be spent on implanting "be new standards 
which are "old" technology. 

The user's perspective, which is shared by the Federal Government, 
is that the standards will yield cheaper peripherals. We voted at 
the conclusion of the discussion to change our vote to favor the 
standards 8 I expect DEC will oppose these standards on final vote. 
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The Standards and Planning Requlrements Committee (X3/SPARC) bas 
finally rel~ased t'iteir "final" report on Data Base. I anticipate 
this study group will be renewed and will be open for membership. 
'!'be Study Group Report will go to Copy n Mail and the RSTS and 
RSX Newsletter Editors. 

Digital and DECUS have ve;ted for the new minimal BASIC. It is 
being forwarded to ANSI for processing as an ~Jmerican National 
Standard. The one negative ballot was due to the exclusion of 
edic1ng capabilities from. the Standard. Xl has requested X3J2 
to add Editing to its Level 1 announcements of BASIC. 

Senate Bill 825 which proposes taking Voluntary Standardization 
away frca ARSI and making it an ara of the Federal Govermaent 
with mandatory compliance will probably not come up this year. 
SB82S is being rewritten for resubmittal next year. The result 
for ANSI bas been some healthy reevaluation of how to make the 
process work in a more t~ly maner. 

I think without eseption all of X3 is against a government take
over of the standardizati~~ process primarily because it is felt 
that the technological arguments Which are essential, though tim~ 
consuming, may be CiLJt short. 

SPARe Study Groups will be emphasized at the Fall Symposia-
SPARe Study Groups are where the goals and objectives of a stand
ard are determined. There are openings on several SPARC groups 
which we would yield g~eatly from. 

FMC/dt 

Respectfully submitted, 

Patricia M. Caroom 
Standards Coordinator 
DECUS 
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HavinS ~ust received ~our newsletter no 24 I would 
like to add so.e reaarks on various points in it. 

Pa~e 9. I ~or one appreciate Ji.s DIRECT sreatl~. It 
really i.proves searchins on devices. I definitly think it 
should be in 058 bot I can punch several copies o~ it i~ 
reouired. 

Pa~e 21. The Question o~ user distribution o~ 

.odi'fied OS8 co.ponents rau-~t be solved. As 'far as I can see it 
see.s resonable that OS8 cusps in stan~ard ~or~ (saye ~or.at ~or 
all exept eeL and KL8E that are i~ source) could be distibuted. 
Who wants these i~ he doesn't have the .onitor any wa~ 1. The 
.onitor and sources to CU$PS and all parts of the 
extensions(TECO, BASIC and FlU )are aore di~~icult but it should 
be possible to solve so.ehow. 

Pa~e 33. Robert Phelps rutines are in the ne~ version 
o~ the DECUS proSra. catalou~e under distribution now. Several 
people have asked .e about the. so this should be pointed out. 
ReSardinS the savin~ o'f ?IV proSrams under OSS: 

1)1~ the pro~ra. is s.all (doe~n't destroY loc 17600 
upwards) there is no probl':~. at all. The ~ollowin~ 
seouence works beauti~ull~: 

.EX NAttE/L$ 
*TEttP.BN</P/9$ 
.LOAD TEHP.BN/S 
.SAVE DEV TEMP 
.RUN DEV TEMP 

Punch binar~ 
N.B. the /S 

Also b~ chansins a "ew location~ its possible to chain 
to the proSram. We have such a proSraQ callable b~ eel 
co •• ands. I do not remember the exact locations but 
look with ODT at loc 200 o~ the save moo~le •. Also the 
pro~ra. halts a'fter executi~~~ si.pl~ "ind the halt and 
chan~e it to JttP i .+1;7600 
We use this procedure often when debu~sin~ FIV programs 
with PDP8 rutines in them. If the proSrammer takes 
care to ensure that lor. 10004.5.&6 are 'free its Quite 
feasable to use onT with this prosra •• 

If the prosram is more than 8K it is nessicar~ 
to ensure that the monitor head in 1/600 is intact. 
This can ~e done b~ p.nsurinS that this area is covered 
by a data areB not touched b~ the proSram. Its a 
little tricky but can certainly be done. 

liIreet.inliis to all 12b~n in the USJ,H_~ 

L /rs pit-lie r' 
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NOTES FROM IAN TEMPLETON 

Some problems and ideas raised both here and in recent newsletters 
may be worthy of cOI1IDent .. 

(1) etl command on system startup ('20, p. 21) 
This should be modified for two-page system handlers: the 1077 should 

be deposited at location 77 of block 66, not block O. I have changed the 
.UC to the .DA coomand on bootstrapping since my version of BOOT .SV retains 
the 'current' date, which mayor may not need to be modified. The 325 and 
303 corresponding to U and C simply have to be changed to 304 and 301. 

(2) BAT handler (123, p. 37) 
The eXaqlle given works only in a 32K system in which BAT Of has been 

allowed to access Field 7 (see Software News, Sept. '76 for BATCH YO: 
however, BATCH V5 should have 711 changed from 1370 to 7200 instead). In any 
other system the BATCH monitor and input buffer is overwritten by the FRTS 
loader, and BAT: then refuses to work. Hawver, it works perfectly well with 
FORTRAN II or with PIP. 

e.g. $JOB BATPIP 
.R PIP 
*DEV:<BAT: 

THIS IS YOUR FRIENDLY BAT SPEAKING 
$ 
SEND 

will write the message on DEY:. 

(3) RAlF' AlN' with hardware and software FPP 
This problem arose with an early version of ~~e1ps' USR. Dan Smith 

had patched it to work with the FRTS FPP simulator ai'd it went crazy with 
our FPPBA. It turns out that the software code to han~le AlN for doub1e
word mode shifts retains the last bit shifted right in A~l and picks this 
up on a left shift, so that 'shift right 3' followed by ·s'~ift left 3' only 
strips 2 bits while the FPPBA strips 3. I have discussed th·'~ with Dan and 
have submitted an SPR. (1 have enclosed my supporting documen~~tion for Bob 
Hassinger.) It could be fixed by a DCA ACl after AlUSHL (FRTS lo~~ 6443) 
but there's no room on the page. 

(4) Disabling the TDBE ROM 
A colleague recently upgraded his 8/E to 32K and wanted to disable his 

TDSE ROM whenever he was USing his floppy as SYS: so that he could use all 
of field 7. I found a simple way to use existing spare hardware plus one 
resistor and a piece of wire to allow the front panel SW to do the job. 
Anyone needing this information please contact me at (613) 992-2113. 

Ian Templeton 
National Research Council of Canada 
Ottawa. Canada K1A OR6 
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IVfnnesota Pol.dion Control Agency 

Dear--=:_. -~4~qer: 

:I _-enclos~g a- -copy_ of the doc ... entatie~ of " .-ort~JQerge 
pae;::tcage we <developed -for OS/8. ,Briefly thls packaq"l has the 
fo,J.).owing £eatures - it runS in-.c~8K of meJIory,- -it wi.ll sort 
ASC :EI: records up to 256 chara~rs 19n9, _it -handles variable 
length r~ords, it prints (optioiia11y)' sor-'lJaerqe, 'statisties 
on either the cODsole device or a user defhed' ASC :II teXDIiDal, 
it handles -tab. characters corrently, it accepts sort~CJe 
cOIIBIIaIlds from either a fOrJllatted input ftle 'or in- cui ' inter
active mode fr()JI. the console or a user defined ASC 'XI texainal, 
1f ~ds are entered interactively it. will (opUonally) 
pr04~ce a formatted file of ~ort commaQds.ccept~le to the 
proqrCDl:~. it 'contains several options for sorting largefi,J.es andl 
oJ: ~e.tartin9 80~S tex:minatedabnoraudly due to-la¢k _of.disk 

. space, it will sort files in ascending ordescenclinq Breier on 
up to 8 keys. and the oriqinal -order of the input f~le(~) is 
conserved on equal comparisons so that xaore keys JM.Y 1M! sorted 
by making multiple sort passes on the file. We use -this p~ck.qe 
e~tensively for sorting files and have sorted files in excess 
of 700 disk blocks with it. If people are interested, they can 
contact me for a copy. If there is sufficient demaQd I will 
submit it to DECUS. . 

I also have a suggestion for a useful wSET" command for OS/8. 
Having a CRT te~ina1 as well as a teletypwriter we occassionally 
would like to change console device codes fo~ OS/8. Switching 
interfaces is not very desirable to me for thia purpoee, so to 
aCQoDlplish this, I have made SCIIIe 'systeDlS w1t:h the . lOT , .. changed 
t~ the CR'l'. This process is reasonably slow (especially without 
OS/8 listings) and one must be careful to not mix ay.tema. I 
'WOuld like to sUCJgest z. ~SBT CORSOLE" COJIIIIUlQ to ch~CJe CeL, the 
CD, KBH, ODT and all programs which use device 0048.' 03, 04 in a 
special" non .... tandard way to use a different set of device code. 

1935 West County Road 82. Roseville. Minnesota 50113 
Regional omeN • Duluth I 8ralnerCl/ Fergus folia I Marshall I Rochelter I Roseville 

~t 0pp0r!Untty Emp§oyer 



Mr. Rebert Hassinger 
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Inclosiilg, I would like to complement you on the fine 12 - BIT 
SIG NEWSLETTER. I always find it interesting, informative,. and 
a most valuable source of information and ideas about PDP-S's 
(e.g. I have inc100ed a copy of Ed Steinberger's unsigned com
parison notes in my 05/8 Software Support Manual). Keep up the 
excellent job. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
BRYAN FREDRICK 
Technical Services Section 
Division of Air Quality 

Mr. Robert Hassinger, Coordinator 
l2 Bit SIC 
Liberty Mutual Research Center 
71 Frankland Road 
Hopkinton, Mass. 07148 

HELP. 

November 4, 1977 

New academic user of PDP-8A, DS 310 with BASIC compiler needs assistance in 

deve16ping file structured programs. Anyone in immediate area with this expertise 

and wishing to assist please contact Michael Denoncour, I~sistant Professor, 

Saint Francis College. 505 Pool Road, Biddeford, Maine 04005. Telephone (201) 

282-1515 Ext. 57. 

Dear Bob: 

Would you include this request for help in your next newsletter. My pro-

blem stems from having learned the compiler language on a PDP~8E and now find 

some difference on the PDP-8A. Thanks, 

, 
~ ~/ II ()J.t 
Michael Denoncour 



Robert Bassinger, Coordinator 
12 B1.t SIG 
% DBCUS 
146 !fain Street 
Haynard, HA 01754 

Dear Hr. BassiDger: 
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGiCAl SCIENCES 

September 22, 1977 

Having been involved with a lot of PDP-8 programrp1ng the past several years, I 
have followed your newsletter with interest. The reason I am writing i.s to inform 
your readers about SOlie OS/8 prograJRS which have been developed here that increase 
the power of OS/8 in some novel ways. 

In a recent i.ssue, Lars Palmer of Sweden wrote concerning the problea of 
di.re~tory overflow with OS/8. His suggest1.on, wh11e it would work, seemed to me 
rather wasteful of disk space and also required changes to PIP. A solution to the 
di.rectory overflow problea is a natural by-product of our prograa called PFILES. 
Program. PFILES allows the user to create and maintain "pfnes". ''Pfties'' are 
structured OS/8 fi.les that segregate groups of related files as a single file whenever 
the separate fUes are not needed. The coDlD8Ilds are natural and var1.ed. PFILES has 
been both popular and useful at (.~ur installation. It requires no changes to any of 
the CUSPs, excepting the suggest£1 aadit1.on of several eCL C01ID8llds. 

Another new program. we Lave 1.s called BATCHH. It allows the user to se1ective1y 
create batch f1.les from macro structures. Features include conditionals and sub
st1.tutable parameters fo~ed from the parts of a Command Decoder specif1.e&tion (Special 
Hode) • The batch f lie formed i.s automat1.eally submitted to BATCIf:. BArCHH requi.res 
no changes to any OS/8 CUSPs, excepting again the addition of a few CCL eomaands. 

I have enclosed copies of the DECUS a~stract and User Documentation for these two 
programs. The write-ups are rather lengthy, but the abstracts should be 1.nteresting to 
your readers. These two programs are in the process of being submitted to DECUS. In 
each case, a core image file and Q "pfUe" contaiIdng the source and help f1le wi.ll be 
submitted. 

Separately we are submitt1.ng an SRCCOH comparison of our revised CeL ~ CCL Version D. 
It allows 200 plus commands wi.th plenty of room for command subroutine and with no apparent 
111 effects. It seems to me chat SRCCOH comparisons are a fairly satisfactory way of docu
menting changes to Dec's coprighted sources. Any thoughts from your readers about that1 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
~C#~'-
~~::. i Lilly Hall of life Sciences 
a.. ~ I West lafayette, Indiana 47907 

f)')" 
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PFILES USER DOCUMENTATION 

1. INTROIlJC'fiu,.l 

Abstract 

Program PFILES is a systeJn CUSP which allows the user to create 

and maintain pfiles. Hiles are structured Os/8 files with the 

extension ".PFu. They are used to store groups of related 1'i1e5 

in a convenient form that i.s essentially transparent to the user. 

Canmands ava:Ua.bl.e include creating a pfi1.e, storing fUes in a 

pril.e~ loading files from a pfile~ deleting or rella&1rl.ng a :CUe 

inside a prile~ and a number of others. Each command is identified 

by a distinctive OOL mnemonic. 'lhase are described in detail in 

section S of this docureentation. 

PfUes may be created on 8.DY. file-structured device. The internal 

structure of a pfile is comprised of threo parts. The first block 

of each pfile contains the pfile I s directory. In the directory are 
. 

stored the names, lengths, and creation dates of all files stored 

in the pfile. Blocks following the directory- are used to store the 

files themselves. At the end of the pfile are a number of blocks 

(possibq zero) of frOb ~Y' ~~..... This is called the lAS, the imme-

diate available storago. Having this free space speeds a number 

of PFILES functions significant~. 
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Uses of Pfiles 

'!he most obvious use of piiles is t.he storing of related user 

sources or binaries. In the pfne form, they may be pWlChed as 

a single tape or transferred from disk to disk as p> singl.e .file 

Several prUes representing dif.ferent on-going projects may

co-exist, without interference, on a disk. Additionally, there 

are several suggested system piUes of common interest. 

From the user 1 s standpoint, there is pflle space, the storage 

used by p.rUes, and working space, :the empty files and non-pfUes. 

At the start of a work session, the user comes to a "cleared" 

disk, ona containing no non-pfUes excepting CUSPs on the system 

device. ihe fUes needed are loaded from one or more pfUes and 

the session proceeds norm.ally. At the end oi the work session, 

changed files are stored, if desired, back into prUes, and the 

disk is once again cleare~ of non-pfiles. Simple methods for per

forming these basic steps are given in section 6. 

There are several. suggested system pfUes. 111e first or these l.S 

SYS:HELP.PF in which all the help :riles are stored. eCL command. 

~ is changed to access this pflle -when typing h~lp documen

tation. Another is SIS:SYSTEM.PF. Thia>is the default pfila 

accessed. In it are stored infrequently used core images, pALS 

utility package sources, and the like. Another system pfile is 

SYS:BTH..IB.PF, the default macro library for program BATCID1. 

BATCH)! is described in scperate do~umentation. Finally, at our 

installation, the character font definition files for our CRT 

arc stored in pfile SIS:FONTS.PF on each disk. 



Restrictions 
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Since PFILES uses a one b~ock director,y in each pfi1e, a maximum 

of 41 files may be stored in any single pfile. One way around 

this is the fact that one or more of the files inside a p.file 

may be pflles. Although it is possible that several users may 

share a disk, each hav"'ing one or more pfiles for storage, no 

attempt has been made to add security keys or passwords. ']heir 

use 'h~uld be pointless since a snooper could easily delete a 

pfne and t..l}en gain access to its contents through use of PIP's 

II opti.9n • 

2. ~UIRE}nmTS 

Hardware 

PFILES requires a standard as/8 configuration with at l.east one 

lrIass storage device of mediwn to large capacity. Pr~grllDl PFD..ES 

requires 8K to execute. 

Software 

PFILES runs under the 0&,8 operating sys+:,em and equi val.ent oper

ating systems. Core image fUe PFD.,ES.SV must be present on the 

system device. Help :fil.e PFILES.IlL should be in t,he s,ystem help 

pi'ile. A number of associated eCL ~hanges, documented in Appen

dix B, must be made. Finally, since pfile s have the ass()cin ted 

file extension II .PF", the user should remove any files t~.u~ have 

this extension but aren't pfiles. 



BA.TCBH USER DOCUMENTATION 

1.1 Vital Statistics 

DECOS Files : BATCHM.SV, BlL.1'I'CBH.PF 
DECUS Number : 
Systems: PDP-S 05/8 and RTS-8 OS/8 
Re1ease Date : September 1, 1971 
Version: Cl 
Author: Greg A. Gardner, Purdue University 

1.2 Abstract 
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This documentation describes OS/8 program BATCHM. This program 
accepts a user ~:t file containing a BATCHM macro. The marco 
is expanded forming a batch file which is subsequently subnitted 
to OS/S CUSP BATCH. The method allows versatile handling of 
1III1l.ti-program tasks with such special features as mu1ti-level 
batch files, non-static batch files-f . .cmd a proposed new response 
for CCL to unknown C01III1at\d nuleIQOnics. 

BATCHM macros feature substitutable parameters and direc'Llve 
CODIDands. Parameters are set from the input a user gives the 
CC1ftI!!and Decoder using its spec:i.al ~e. These parameters and 
several scratch pad parameters, alsc available, may be set and' 
~set during e~~sivn of the macro. Directives provide for 
conditional expansion, repeat calls to the Command Decoder, 
resetting of parameters, and many other functions to make BATCHM 
macros as versatile as poGsible. Appendix A describes BATCHM 
parameters and directives in detail. 

In severa1 areas, BATCBM is still being developed. For instance, 
the idea of non-static batch files is still very new, as regards 
its inclusion in BATCHM's repertoire. Another is the ability of 
BATCBM macros to directly create data files by preventing the 
fina1 link to BATCH. Also BATCHM has some close links with pro
gram PFILES, whir .. n : s documented as a separate DECUS entry. 
Macros and batcb file::; may be submitted to BATCHM f-rom inside 
pfil.es. Also, BATC.tiM macro can determine the statisti\:s of files 
residing inside pfiles, as well as those outside pfiles. 



(JJeIlN RUNGE 
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EXTENDED OVERLAY FOR OS/8 BASIC. 

by Bj9Srn Runge. 

MSc in Electrical engeneering. 

Ph.D. 

telf: (02}64 06 75 

S~plcDlbcr 1977. 
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OS/8 BASIC has an overlay feature which al~ow;. a user to 

implement up to l( assembler prog£ammed functions. using 

a maximum of five pages of cC're (9134¢¢-¢4577). 

Very often these restrictions limit t.l-te more advanced use 

of BASIC. Overlay swapping riiaY be so time consuming {i. e. 

DEC-TAPE or Floppy disk) or cause such ex~essive wear (i.e. 

Floppy disk) as to render BASIC useless. On coroputer$ with 

special devices (i.e. LAB-B) a waximum of 16 ~ser functions 

is a hopeless limitation. For users needing special- functior~ 

(i.e. bit rr~nipulation or extended arithmetic precision) 

five pages of core may be the limdting factor. 

Since the BASIC RUN TrME SYS'I'Ei-! (BRTS) does not allow inclu

sion of new overlays, a different solution is needed~ 

The space restriction may be overcorncfn two \o!ays: 

1. In BASIC .. UF is embedded a smalle:t'.- overlay 

2. In BASIC.UF is· embedded a core resident part. 

Solution 1 is applicable if core is restricted to 8 or 12 k 

and swapping is "not a restricting factori ~JO pages 

(~4~¢~-¢4377) corresponding to an OSiB olock- are u~ed as nn 

internal overlay area. This gives a virtua~'y unlimited over

lay size. In the current version the number c~ cvp.:r:lays is 

limited to 16. 

Solution 2 is applicable when core is tlO restriction and 
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swapping is prohibitive. The first time any user function is 

called, a special program is cxt.!cutcd. It is checked whether 

the core resident part of the overlay (CRO) and the BASIC.pro

gram are overlapping. If overlap occurs an error message is 

given, including top of CRO address and bottom of progr~~ 

address and execution is termdnated. 

If ther~ is no overlapping the eRO is r~ad into core. the 

block nUmber of BASIC.UF in the BRTS overlay administration 

is updated to prevent further execution of the intial program, 

the proper FIELD ~ overlay part is read into core (~3~-~4577) 

and the called user function is executed. Further calls of user 

functions are execut~d in the normal way. In the current ver

sion 12~-17577 may be used for eRO programming. 

To keep swapping at a mini~m, the most used functions fr~ 

the other BASIC overlays (BASIC.AF, BASIC.SF and BASIC.F7) 

may be copied to the CRO. 

A combination of solution 1 and 2 may be implemented as well. 

The rumber of function restriction. 
~--------~~---------------~~-~----

The number of functions may be extended by reserving two of 

the 16 entries for two generalized functions: 

1. USN (O,A,B,C,A$,B$) 

2. USS${O,A,B,C,A$,B$} 

USN is a numeric fUnction and usst is a string function. 

Both functions h3ve the maximum number of arguments allowed 

by BRTS (four numeric and two string). 

o is the internal overlay number combined with the inter

nal function number. (In the current version up to 15 

functions may be implement -~d per over la}' • 

A,B,C are numeric arguments. 

A$,B$ are string arguments. 

2. 
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~e£~!~!_E2~~!~~~· 

The administration of USN and USS$ including internal over

lay swapping is a part of the ·core resident- FIELD ~ over

lay. 

Furthermore a set of often used routines are ~lemented. They 

include: 

1. ARGNXT. loading tl)e next numeric argument into FAC. 

2. GETN • fix the first numeric argument into AC. 

3. NXi'N • fix the next numeric argument into AC 

4. C"..ALa-lUT • call from any field a BRTS routine ending with 

JMP I ILOOPL. 

5. JMS4ZJ • call from any field any FIELD f6 resident sub-

routine with one parameter (if applicable). 

On return data field and AC are as set by the 

called subroutine. 

The virtual numeric file functions PUT and GET (available 

from DECUS) are i~~lemented in a slightly improved version. 

~!~~_!~~~~!2~_~~~~~_~!~~!· 

In order to facilitate overlay programming and debugging, 

the BRTS entry point links (~156~-~1577) are fixed, moving 

the actual branching to the overlay itself. This means that 

changing the overlay progr;un. does nc·t influence the BRTS 
links. On the other hand each entry point uses three cells 

in the overlay. 

~e~~~~~_!~~£~!2~~ 

A set of lJSer functions has been implemented for var ious 

applications: 

1. An improved core resident OlYr for debugging since 

os/a OM' ~nay fail while debugging pr~rams using 

the SYS handler. 

2. Bit mani~~lation functions working on FAC. 

3. 
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30 String :-;tore iltl<1 retri"'/c {similar to (ltrr and GI-:T). 

4. Extended precision int('<1cr mathematics (up to 48 

digits), storing the nlmWers in string variables. 

5. Printing with full ASCII set (upper and lower case) 

6. Cursor manipulation for vnu's. 

The extended overlay technique was utilized in several ap

plications: 

1. Administrative system for medical general practi

tioners. The system includes patient index, medi-

cal record keeping, accounting, information retrieval 

and statistics 

2. Production control and accounting system for business 

and industry 

3. Real-time data collection 

~~!!:!2e~~!!~· 

The extended overlay system was developed by the author in 

COoperation with 

Peter Kjcer 

General Practitioner 

- . - !£DATA lis 
Einarsvej 18 

DK - 2800 Lyngby 

Birch & Krogboe K/s 
Consulting Engineers 

Teknikerbyen' 34 

DK - 2830 Yirum 

For further information please contact the author 

Bj~rn Runge 

• 

4. 



Del'arttfleflt of Biochemistry 

October 19, 1977 

Bob Bassinqer 

UNIVERSITY OF W ASHINGTOr~ 
SEATILE, WASHJNGTO~ 98195 

Liberty Mutual Research center 
71 Frankland Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

Dear Bob, 
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I nov have a proqram (OP'l'F4) which optimizes the RALP code that is 
qenerated by the Fortran IV c<apiler. Xt accomplishes the followinq: 

1. Unnecessary FLDA instructions are eliminated, 
2. FCLA, FADDM and FMOLM instructions are implemented, 
3. addition and subtraction of zero are eliminated (this optimiz~s 

some IF statements), 
4. absolute values are caaputed in-line, 
5. squarinq is reduced to a multiply instruction. 

Much of the above is alSC' applicable in extended precision mode. 

OP'I'F4 is desiqned to be included in the set of chained programs that 
comprise the Fortran IV system. It executes after PASS20 (or PASS3) and 
before the RALP asseaiDler. Simple patches must be made to PASS20 and PASS3, 
then optimization is activated by the /0 switch (alonq with the /Q switch): 

.R F4 
*MAIlf<MAIN/O/Q compiles MAIN with optimization 

and produces MAIN. RL 

OPTF4 may also be run from the monitor, to optimize a particular file of 
RALF code. In qeneral, about 10 seconds per 100 Fortran statements are 
needed. I have never tested the proqram in a non-FPP environment, but I 
see no reason for trouble there. I will update to OS/8 V3D if necessary. 

I also have a few additions to the For"cran IV library: DSINH, DCOSH, 
and DTAHH double precision hyperbolic fun~tions, a multiplicative congruential 
random number generator, and t.~ display routines mentioned earlier (March 
1977 Newsletter). 

I will provide the above to users who send an OS/8 formatted DECtape 
or LINCtape. Return postage would be appreciated. 

1405 Health SCU1ICes Buildi"9. 51-70/ T!iephofll}: (206) 543-1660 
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One f-inal note, concerninq FRTS. On a PDP!l2 with FPP, it is 
occasionally useful to lockout the eru; ~iy for lonq Po~an :IV 
programs that don't have backqround tasks running. The CPO can be 
locked out by changinq location 15776 in PRTS frca 400 to 410. For 
convenience, I keep a second version of FRTS around for this purpose. 
I don't know bow llaDy users do heavy number crunchinq on a 12, but we 
do, and a 25' increase in execution times is valuable. 

From Dan Smith 
Eye Research Institute 
20 Staniford Street 
Boston, Mass. 02114 

617 742-3140 

BATCHING PATCH 

Eric Swanson 

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for a 
manufacturer to release a product (BATCH) containing extensive, int~rnal 
device-dependent I/O, as part o~ a system (OS/8) that normally does 
most of its I/O through device-independent, uaar-suppliable handlers, 
a decent respect for users with non-standard devices indicates that 
they should explain What's going on and declare the patch areas and 
procedures that are available. 

!h! only OS/8 handlers used ~ BATCH ~ SYS, ~ those £2-resident 
wi th mI. ,a "though -The BATCH input file may be a punched card ror] 
high-speed paper tape" a~ld 'The BATCH output file is a line printer 
listing," £2rd reader, paper tape, and !1n! printer support ~ all 
in the form of routines internal to BATCH. Thus, user-written or -modified~PT •• CDR" or PTRI handlers will not be used by BATCH, 
and, incidentally. line printer SET commands (when and if they are 
released) will have no effect whatsoever on BATCH output. Another 
interesting point is that ~ATCH determines whether the line printer 
is available by issuing various lOT 66n commands and observing the 
response; so if there is a non-standard device on your system with 
a device code of 66, there could be some problems. 

Line printer device patcnes 

~o implement a no~-standard device for BATCH output, it is 
necessary to modify twv routines. 

LPTTST resides at 01517. is called by a J~S with clear AC, 
and returns 'Nith clear AC, skipping if a l:'ne printer is available. 
LPTTST presently occupies 1517-1545. but locations 1517-1575 are 
available. Exa~plel if you merely wish to stop BATCH from fiddling 
around with device code 66, 

01520/ JMP I 1517 
will do it. 
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Routine BOSLPT resides at 06525 (in the SAVE image. it will be 
relocated to the highest field when it is actually called, and 
should be designed to run in any field). It presently occupies 
06525-065JJ, but 06525-0656) are available. It must be the functional 
equivalent for the lin~ printer of the routinel 

TTYPE, 0 
TLS 
TSF 
JKP .-1 
CLA 
JMS I (CDLC /411J 
Jl!P I TTYPE 

It will be called repeatedly with the AC containing the ASCII code for 
~ single character to be output, in bits 4-11. Control codes 212, 
214, and 215 (line feed, form !eed, return), and perhaps others, may 
be present. CTRLC checks for ctrl-C on the keyboard, and aborts BATCH 
if present. CTRLC should be called with, and returns with, clear AC. 

other patches 

In the interests of a neatly formatted BATCH log, BATCH outputs 
quite a few extra linefeeds, etc. Depending on your personality and 
your installation, you may find this useful, legible. and official 
looking; or you may find it irritating, cutesy-poo and wasteful of 
trees. At any rate. 

When the BATCH log is sent to the teletype, a simulated form 
feed (four line-feeds) are output before the $JOB line. In any 
case. a $JOB line is always output to the teletype. followed by two 
extra line feeds; every $rSG line is output to the teletype, followed 
by an extra line feeda and an ·IE~~ BATCH· message is output. Thus. 
even if the /Q option is selected, the teletype can be fairly noisy. 

06452/1200 CLA 
07411/7200 CLA 

05611/7200 CLA 
05542/7610 CLA SKP 

suppresses the simulated form feed 
suppresses the extra line feed after $MSG, 
and the first extra line feed after $JOB 
suppresses the second extra line feed after $JOB 
suppresses the "#END BATCH- message 

When the BATCH log is output to the line ~rinter. it prints 
a form feed, spaces down 16 lines, prints the $JOB line four times. 
and does another form feed. 
05651/7200 CLA suppresses the J6-line skip, and 
05666/1J56 TAD 5156 replaces the second form-feed with a line-feed. 

positioning the $JOB line at the top of the 
first page (rather than in the center of a 

05663/1200 CLA 
05664/7200 eLA 
05665/7200 CLA 

whole page t.o itself), 

will cause the $JOB line to be printed once only. 

Generally speaking, much of the BATCH code appears to be straight
forward and space is not particularly tight. 



NATLSCO 
National Loss Control Service Corporation 

long Grove, Il60049 • 3121 540-2400 
T\VX 910 I 651-3571 

october 21, 1977 

Mr. Robert Bassinger 
Liberty Mutual ResearCh center 
17 Franklin Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

Dear Bob: 
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Newsletter Ro. 24 has prompted me to take dictating machine in 
hand and ~e a few coaments. The first of these is that I 
think the appearance and readability of the Newsletters have 
been very good lately. As c::. reader, 1: thank you for the 
exce11ent job you are doing. 

On page 26 a COlmlellt is made about BATCH not using the high 
end of core and not freeing it When it is done running. X 
am virtually certain that DEC published a patch for this quite 
some time ago. We had also encountered the problem when running 
large FORTRAN :IV jobs. After runninq BA'l'CH the proqram wou1d 
not fit into the machine or it would not run under BATCH because 
BATCH would tie up the top field. The patch fixed this (at 
least the freeing up part). I'm sorry X can't recall the Soft
ware Rews whicb contained this, but it was some time ago. 

On page 33 you printed a letter from Jim Kleckner, in which he 
asked about access level software for Tektronix TCS software. 
You may recall that I gave a talk on this at a DECUS meeting: 
I have all the necessary software. I called Jim and he is 
going to send me a tape. Apparently Tektronix is distributing 
some of my routines, as Jim mentioned that he had gotton two 
from someone at Tek who X had given the routines be. 

In the event anyone is interested, we have twu major routines. 
The first contains two entry points for the basic ADEIN and 
ADEOU'l' accesS level calls. These are the minimum necessary to 
do gra-phics. There are also four other entry points contained 
in another routine: these are used for haracter and string I/O 
through TCS. They are only necessary i- you want a full imple
mentation of TCS. By the way, they work for any Tektronix 
terminal, not just a 4010. 

) 
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If anyone is connecting a Tektronix graphics terminal to their 
8, and starts working with GDT mode (enables a cross-hair cursor 
for inputinq screen coordinates) they will find that the system 
doesn I t work too well. To make a very long story very short, 
it turns out that PRTS canlt process the five incoming characters 
generated when you input coordinates via GDf mode; it looses some 
of them. The user must select a teradnal strapinq option which 
allows the input (to the 8) transfer rate to ~ Uropped down to 
a point at which FRTS can handle 'the characters: there :ls an 
adjustable -pot- for doing this. Once this is taken care of, 
there is DO problem. Its still faster than you can ever type, 
but it might slow down CPU-CPU transfers through the terminal. 

Finally, on page 41 SaDe ccanents are made about the infamous 
iV:\te problem. :I also like the idea of extending the directory 
b1ock. Besides a1lovinq for the date solution, having more 
space for a directory sure would be nice. We are continually 
filling the allotted directory space on our disc unit30 Since 
we are trying to use the PARAM facility, this means that the 
parameter block gets clobbered. Since we are using the version 
of DIREC'l' which supports the parameter block, when the block 
gets clobbered as the directory fills, DIREC'l' sometimes goes 
into a loop, making for interestinq output. Let I S hear it for 
larger directories! 

My activity with the 8 has decr~ ~sed considerably because we 
bought a new machine about nine months ago. :It is a ~is 
system with a SLASH 6 CPU. It has a virtual operat~ system 
whiclt allows us to run up to four megabytes of programs at til.! 

SaIDe tilDe in virtual space. We currently have 288 lCbytes of 
-rfllal- 1I'IeIDOry. This system also supports concurrent real time, 
time sharing, and batch. We have two 80 Mb discs on line v which 
has had the effect of solving any directory problemsl 

AS a final coament, if anyone wants ~e 'l'CS access routines, 
they s~uld send me a DECTAPE and :I will be glad to make the 
copies. 

Services 

imD/lm 
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Correlation-. Spcctral-Uensity-. Transfer-functions 
and Phase Angle On Two Analogue Stochastical Signals 

Klaus Lickteig 
Institut fur Kerntechnik. Technische Universitat Berlin 

The dynamic functions like the correlation-, spectral-density-, 
transfer-functions and phase angle can be calculated from the 
analogue stochastical signals of a linear process. Such programs 
or program systems ·are normally encluded in the software package 
of 16-bit co.puters. These special computers Ue.g. time-series
analyzer. Fourier-analyzer etc.) work very effective. which high 
accuracy and a short calculation time. 

The above functions can be calculated 'iith the cheaper 12-bit 
mini-computers (like PDP-B) too, but it takes longer calculation 
time~ and it has not such a good resolution as the programs with 
16-bit co.puters have and you do not ~et such program sy~tems 
in the stan~ard sofware package of 12-bit computers. 

For a gre~t number of measuring problems the resQ.~tion and 
calcUlation speed of- 12-bit computers is sufficient.To make use 

of a correlation program /6/ and a Fast-Fourier-Transform subroutine 
/5/ a program system was built which calculates the correlation 
functions on two analogue stochastical signals and the other dynamic 
functions with the FFT. All functions ara listed below. 

• 

Auto-Correlation-Functi~n 
Cross-Correlation-Function 
absolute Power-Spectral-Density-Function 
squareu PSDF 
real p3rt of the PSDF 
imaginary part of the PSDF (theoretical zero) 
absolute ~ross-Spectral-[.ensi ty-F1Jnction 
squared CSDF 
real part of the CSDF 
imaginary par~ of the CSDF 
absolute Transfer-Function 
squared Tr~nsfer-Function 
Coherence-~unction 
Phase-Angle 
-Jyquist Plot 
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"Program System to Analy:e Analogue Signals with the LAB-8 System" 

is published in the DECUS Program l.ibrary /3/; the listing is 

encluded in a German report /4/ which is available in limited 

number only. The program system is built for a PDP-8/E (or 8/1) 

computer. an AX08 AID-Converter and 12 k memory (with 8 k memory 

lou can calculate only the ·x"functionsl 

The correlatioL- and spectral-density functi .~ have some special 

parameters which are limited by the hardware and software of the 

computer. 

The time interval or the sample time At between the data points 

x(t j ) or between the data pairs x{t j ), y{t j ) • has the range: 

~ = O. 1 msec J 0.2 msec. •.• , 838860.8 msec'" 14 min 

The sample frequency ~/6t has the range: 

10.0 kHz ~ l/dt ~ 0.00119 Hz 

The number of the ordinates N of a correlation function has to be: 

8 ~ N ~ 512 

The maximum time lag is: 

't max = (N-1)·dt 

The frequency step within a spectral-density function is given by 

6f
1 

= l/(Nodt) 

if you analyze the correlation function o~ly for positive time lags; 

w:th positive and negative time lags, the correlation functions 

R(L j ) have 2xN ordinates and the frequency step will be 

/lf2 - 1/(2xN·~t) 

Th~ functions in the frequeLcy do~ain are calculated for the 
frequencies: 

where 

f = w/2Tt = f. = j. llf 
J 

j = 0, 1, 
• • • • J 

N/2-1 

j = 0 J 1, •••• , N- 1 

if l:.f = 6£1 

R{t j ) has N ordinates 

if ~f = 6f2 
R(lj) has ZxN ordinates 

BALL /1/ and BENDAT 121 discussed the accuracy of correlation 

ailalyses in detail. 
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The accuracy of the "Program System to Analyze Analogue Signals 
with the LAB-8 System" is limited hy 

a) input parameters (~t, N) 

b) hardware-specified conditions Cll-bit word etc.) 
c) software-specified errors (l-word accuracy). 

The maximum theoretical resolutions of all functions are listed 
in /3,4/; tAe correlation functions, spectral density functions 
and phase angle are calculated with accuracy. 

The calculation speed is 0.2 msec per ordinate of a correlation 

function within continuous data taking /6/. 

. 
The program system allows an automatic calculation of all the functions 

During off-line calculation an analogue magnetic tape with the 
measurement signals will be controlled automatically. 

An output of all possible data and results is possible onto teletype, 
high speed punch, oscylloscope of the AX08, analogu~ plotter. 

~iterature: 

/1/ Ball .. G.A.: 

/2/ Bendat, J.S.; 
Piersol, A.G.: 

/3/. Lickteig, K.: 

Korrelationsmeagerate 
VEB Verlag Technik Berlin, (1972) 

Random Data: Analysis and Measure.ent Procedures 
John Wiley & Sons) Inc., New York (1971) 

Program System to Analyze Analogue Signals with 
the LAB-8 System 
DECUS Program Library / DECUS-No. 8-826 (1976) 

/4/ Lickteig, K.: Programmsystem fUr 12-bit ProzeBrechner 
(PDP-8) zur Analy~e analoger stochastischer 
Signale 
Report TUBIK-49, Berl,n (Juni 1977) , 

/5/ Rothman, J.E.: FFTS-R - A Fast Fourier Transform Subroutine for 
Real Valued Functions (AXOS Version). 
DECUS-No. 8-143 (19.68) 

/6/ Ro~hman, R.: The Auto- and Cross-Correlaticn Program for 
the LAB-8 
DECUS-No. 8-340 (1970) 
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PR~~ CONTROL SYS1l:~. INC. 

~ <DttSlLTAl'IClN 

~[)ESI'jft 

rf«XESS CXltrTP"1 SYS1Dt DESICJt 

Mr. Robert &lssingar 
12 Bit SIG 
c/o DECUS 
146 Main Street 
Maynard. Mass 017~ 

Dear Bob: 

• New Bedn. \MIca ... ~1151 • (414) 782-3945 

October 24, 1971 

The Industria1 ~ programmable controller and VT14 programming 
terminal are described in DEC's own words in the attached excerpt 
from tbe "19~ International Edition OEM Products and Services 
Catalog", pp33-36. Perbaps the TPL could provide TOU witb some 
additional literature and drawings. 

The rest ot tbis letter is mT opinion of the I-~ as it relates ~o 
the marketp1ace. 

Wben the Industria1 L4 came into the market about 1973 it was as 
good as or better tban most controllers Qvailable from ~ber 
manufacturers. However. no substantial !m~rovementa or enbance
ments other tbaD a 211.2 KB interrace system were ever offered 
for tbe I-~. Consequently, many otber ~ontroller8 eventua11j 
surpassed the 1-14 in capability. Some .features other controllers 
have today are ana10g input and output, TTL input and output, 
8ri~~etlc operations. ability to generate reports about conditions 
arising in the controller. Some of tbese features were planned 
for the I-~, but tb~v never got into the field. 

Du:-ing the winter I:>! 1915-1976 tbe users of DE;C Industrial 14' s 
were i.lJt-:>1'IIled tbat DEC was "de-empbasizing" the product. Prices 
went up about ~J doliveries extended to an aosolutely unreason
abl~ l~ngtb. and the mess~ge "DSC wants to dump the I-14" was 
explicit, loud, and cl~ar. About 6 months leter, since many o.f tbe 
present users didn't g8t ~be message or want to cbange. the prl~es 
went up again so those who were hard ot bea~1ng would understand. 
Por example. the price of 8 VT-14 terminal went from $5990 to $9950 
during this period. By early 1977 the I-~ w~s priced about 20~ 
above, and the VT-14 programming terminal about 30~ above similar 
offerings fran DEC competitors. Deliveries were in the 6-9 month 
range, and so~etlmes were not met. The competition delivered from 
factory stock or trom local distrib~tor stock. 

con't 

• • 
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B'lt, as with the PDP-B, some customers would!)lt listen. Despite 
th~ ~ttempt to kill it, the I-14 kept being ordered oy customers. 
It :s still available from TPL, ?nd according to local DF.C sources, 
orders are at a fairly higb level. 

I have obs ~rved with two of my customers, botb >$1 billion corpora
tions, that ~he~ held on to using the r-14 because of the tremendouB 
cifficulty in changing to anything else. I-14's are built into a 
control panel for one machine to control one machine. So once a 
company ts COll1Mitt6d to using tbem for all new macb~nery, they tend 
to proliferate rather rapidly. For example, one of these large 
companies has 32 I-14's in one plant, and a new one is installed 
every month cr so. Since the I-14 is designed for trouble~hooting 
by plant e!ectricians using a VT~ terminal, the retraining re~u!red 
for using another programmable controller can be quite extensive 
and expensive. In both C8::Q~, 'i~ctpite the hig"~r cost of the 1-14, 
it still was chea?er to stay witl~ ~ t than ~etool and retrain. 

Eesides being a 1-;ell mOlln quautity, t;he 1-14 has one ~'ltstanding 
redeeming social value that no other controller has: PDP-Bls and 
PDP-Ills talk to it witb standard, DEC supplied hardware and soft
ware (INDUS'rRIAL BASI~ for the os/8 and the IeCN package ror RSX-
11M) • 

The ability to monitor and control an I-14 from a ~omputer can 
lead to same very interesting and powerful n~tworks of processors. 
For examp1e: 

0) Multipla I-li;.·s can be monitored and down line loaded from 
e single cou.puter. I designed 8 sy8tem using a PDP-8 as 8 
bost for.- controllers on steel cutti~ machines. Each Machine 
Made 8~~eral different parts from time to time. To change 
f~or~ one part to another 8 dirferent program had to bo put 
in the 1-14. The ~ev program was loaded from the PDP-8 to 
the I-14 on demand t-rom the Machine operator. Tt-..a pT':-·8 
also kept track of the inv~ntory of parts produced. Initially 
the system was designed for 6 Machines, with extension to 
8 in the fut ure. 

1) The I-14 can be used just as an I/O device for a computer. 
The computer can hltve AID and other sensing devices connected 
to it. Depending on what the instrumentation tells it, the 
computer causes the 1-14 to turn on or turn ofr outputs. 
pes recently designed and built a temperature cont~l system 
for 90 beer fermenting tanks ~onfigured this way. It was 
cheaper to use an 1-14 than to hook up all that :/0 tv a 
PDP-8 using a DEC Industrial Control Subsystem (reS). This 
is not idle speCUlation since 6 months earlier pes shipped 
a functionally identical system for 145 beer ~'ermenting 
tanks to the same customer using a PDP-8 wi tb an res for 
the I/O. 

con't 
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2) rfbe 1-14 can control a process in a "lIl8nual" type m"'de. An 
operator reads instrtDlleflts, throws switches, etc. based on 
what he percieves the instruments tell bim. Also, the in
struments themselves may do temperature control, pressure 
control, etc. The machine is semi-automatic with tbe I-14 
and instruments. A Man is necessary to make some decisions. 
~ caroouter would be conner,ted to the instruments of the 
process i and also ta the r-14. The computer r&ads these 
instrWMents and reads the st.ate of r/o points in the 1-14. 
Wbenever a de"1iation from pre-prograDDned conditionL .. ' currs 
in the systea. the computer senses this by lcoking at the 
state of tbings, just like the operator would, and tak9s 
over the process rrom the 1-14 to recover from the abn0rmal 
condition. Also, the computer could Make periodic tests of 
tbe state of a process by f0rcing test condit~ons to appear 
in the system. A few years ago I built 8_ large transformer 
vacuum inpregnating system which used a PDP-8 and 1-14 in 
tbis way. 

3) System 2 can b9 expanded to mUltiple I-14's with one co~puter 
(up to 8 for INCUSTRIAL BASIC, 16 for the RSX-IIM stuff). 
This type of system represents a ~etwork with extraordinary 
contr~ol capabilities with very low deD1a~d on the computer 
because the 1-14's really do all tbe grunt work, leaving tbe 
c~puter rree to intervene wben something goes w~ong. A 
system like this is very much like timesharing, oacau3e the 
I-~'s are conn6~ted over 20ma serial lines, and look ~~me
wbat like teletypes. pes is involved with t~o multi r-14 
networks. In ona, the customer bas installed 4 1-14's and 
will install More. ~low he wants some information on what the 
Machines are doing. A PDP-8 running INDUSTRIAL BASIC will be 
used to moni~or the l existing 1-14'9 with expansion for 4 
More. This examn1e de~onstrates tbat 8 network can be built 
a piece at 8 time, whenever eC3nomics Justify, without ~c811y 
compromising the rinsl result. A second multi r-14 network 
was conceived because the process (a brewbouse) was se large 
and so compldx that a computer, even of the dual 11/70 variety, 
would be too slow to act as the single controller. The re~ia
hility or having one system controlling the entire process 
wss also questionable. Also, i" would [u~ve been almost impos
sible to debug such a system. Usirg a ~ompute~-contro~ler 
network, the digital I/,) stuff wea thr:>'Wtl .111 12 1-14'8, each 
one with about 500 I/O points, and thA analog con~rol loops 
w~re pu~ on 12 analog prcgrammable controllers. All 24 
~ )ntrollers will be supervised by a PDP-ll/~ RSX-llM syste~. 
Small parts of the process equipment c~~ be brought on line 
ind9pe~ldently of th~ others, with the fj n8l debugging tPhj ':'lg 

place when all of th.? pieces are per!"ormi!lg prope:i'ly. 

One very nice feature or the 1-14 t~ ho~t computer communications 
Is the ability to pro~ram trans~tions of specific I/O point~ in the 
1 .. ·14 to cause an ii1t~rrput in tbe host computer and sond R message 
telling what happened. Both INDUSTRIAL 3ASIC and RSX-li/M support 

coni t 
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this. So, rether than continually poll important points in an 1-14, 
the computer can just sit and wait for sornethine to happen. This 
feature can be used to unload a processer that, for sevel-al 1-14' s, 
CQuld easily become I/O bound. 

I dOu't mean to infer that other controllers are incapable of 
ta ~.!{ing to computers. Even the Texas Instruments 5TI can be 
cJnfigured to do that. But n~ otcer programmable controller ven
dors offer the package deal that DEC does with its 8's, 11's, and 
~'s. The usual reason given for this lack of support is that 
there are too many types of computers, types of operating systems, 
etc. to justify the effort. Also, the concept of tbe controll~r
computer network is just as "new" as cOI11puter networks, meaning 
not enough buyer~ of controllers are doing it yet. DEC, on the 
~tber hand, decided to do it several years ago, and developed the 
hardware and software. 

Well, Bob, I hope that gives you some idea of what an Industrial 14 
is, and bow it can be used with a computer. 

MEM:blm 
encl. 

;)71. 
Michael E. Ma 
President 
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10/26/77 

SUBJECT: PDP-8 MICR~PROCESSOk (HH6100) 

Dear Bob. 

I am a new Applications Engineer at Harris Semiconductor for 
the 6100 Mic~oprocessor and its family of support devices. 
I all wri ti -.~ this i etter- as the fi rst of many far the DECUS 
12- Bit SI'i newsletter for the purpose of sharing ideas 
about uses of the Microprocessor and to inf~rm users about 
new 5100 ~roducts. I am plan~ing to atiend the Fall Symposium 
end I hope to present a paper Q~out interfacing the 6100 
to non-volatile MNOS memories. 

Before proceeding with ~hese objectives. let me review my 
credentia~s. I joined Harris ESu (Electronic Systems Division) 
in 1973 as d1 Electrical Engineer, and since then I h~ve 
been a logic designer. programmer, sy~tems designer and 
project supervisor. I have worked with the 6100 Microprocessor 
since March 1976 and have learned both its strengths and. 
painfully, its weaknesses. In m~ last position I was the 
manager of a Gen Rad 1792 and 1797 Logic Test Facility at ESD 
and obtained experience with the OS-8 operating system. 

Mr. Dan Smith stated on page 17 of the September 1977 Newsletter 
that Inters11 was "the only sizeable company making PDP-8 
Micros". That is not soIl! We at Harris are v~ry alive and 
well, thank you. I admit that in the post we have kept a low 
profile, but that is going to change. For thp. present we 
also plan to limit ourselves to 6100 devices and support 
chips. How~/er. we are open to suggestions and do heartily 
encourage t~em. Some ideas that we are thinking a~out are 
PC boards, ~ybrids, leadless packages, and leadless packages 
on ceramic sub~trates as a module. We are currently working 
on a new. al~ CMOS SIMON that would have an In-Circuit-Emulator 
and wo~l~ use! DEC STATION 78 as the terminal and software 
development system. We are loo~ing for any suggestions 
regarding this activity. 

Jonathan Lockwood 
Application Engineer 
M.S. 54-70 
(305) 724-7481 

P.O 00)( 883 Melbourne. Florida 32901 
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12 Bit SIG 
c/o DEcns 
146 Main Street 
Maynard. MA 01754 

Dear Bob. 
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VITRAMON. INCORPORATED 
BOX ~ • BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT 0680'1 
TELEPt-40NE: (203) 268-8261 
TWX: 71()..4S()-~ • Cable: vrrCOR 

October 26. 1977 RECEIVED 

OCT S 1 '1977 

DECUS 

As a new 12 Bit SIG lleIlber. I enjoyed reading the first of the newsletters r~eived 
a few days ago. 

We are operating a PDP-9/a 500 here using For~ran IV to develop sa.e complicated 
nuaerica l control routines for special built equit-ent. 

In addition. for certain data applications we are using Basic. On one particular 
job we are experiencing a systea hang-up that seellS not to have been covered by any 
of these published Software Up-dates, at least none that I have seen -.yself. I wonder 
if any of your readers can help. The problem is IIOSt concisely stated as follows: 

A program was writ1:en in Basic 1:0: 

1.) Read a 40 character line of alpha-numeric data froB a file (which contains 
about 400 lines of data). 

2.) Print the data with appropriate headings and spacing on the line printer. 
3.) lead and prin1: the next line. etc. 
4.) Calculate and print an average (considering a six character segment from 

_ "'-ch line). 

The probleill is that an occasional line of data not only causes the program to die, 
but also causes the computer to fallout of the "nm" mode. 

The data in ~he questionable lines appears normal and no obvious similarity exists 
among the various lines which have caused the problem to occur. 

When thE: "problem line" is edited out of the data file, the program invariably nms 
to completion. 

If PIP is used to print the file, the problem does not occur. 

We wili appreciate any help you can give us. 

Sincerely yours, 

VITRAMON, INCORPORATED 

d 6;d~~/7Vt7 
Technical Director 

RS/mc 
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